We report the displacive and order-disorder characters of PbTiO 3 analyzed using a classical atomic model which was developed under the inverse relation between the bond length and the bond valence. The ferroelectric phase changes to the paraelectric phase around 700 K, and the histograms of Ti-O and Pb-O bond lengths have three peaks which become a single peak above the phase transition temperature. The order-disorder character of this material was clearly shown by analyzing the ion displacement magnitudes.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version) Ferroelectricity in perovskites has been widely investigated due to applications like nonvolatile random access memory [1] [2] [3] . Comes et al used x-ray scattering to study the structural disorder of BaTiO 3 and KNbO 3 [4] . Starting from the work of Comes et al the n-site model was developed and studied with first-principles calculations [5, 6] . PbTiO 3 has a simple structural phase transition compared to the other perovskites such as BaTiO 3 . While PbTiO 3 has been believed to be a typical displacive ferroelectric, some experimental evidence reveals an order-disorder behavior in this material [7] [8] [9] . The evidence suggests that the Pb ions are disordered over six sites along the cubic principal axes. Unfortunately, despite the evidence that supports the notion of an order-disorder behavior in PbTiO 3 , there is difficulty in interpreting experimental results.
First-principles calculations have been used for studying and understanding ferroelectrics.
Differences in the ferroelectric phase transition (including the effect of tetragonal strain) between BaTiO 3 and PbTiO 3 were studied with the first-principles calculations [10] , and a few atomic potential models based on the density functional theory have been developed [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In the case of BaTiO 3 , the order-disorder and displacive characters during the phase transitions were examined with an effective Hamiltonian approach specified by the first-principles pseudopotential calculations [16, 17] . In order to study the displacive and order-disorder characters of PbTiO 3 , we use a classical model potential based on the inverse relation between the bond valence and the bond length. The parameters of this potential model were fit to the reference structures obtained from first-principles calculations developed for ionic systems [13] .
The total interatomic potential of the bond-valence model is given by:
where E c is a Coulombic potential, E r is a short-range repulsive potential, E b is a potential for the bond-valence relation, and E a is an angle potential which is required for correcting the octahedral tilt. The form of the Coulombic potential E c is
where 0 is the electrical permittivity of space, q β is the fitting parameter which is close to the Mulliken charge of the atom of the type β, and r ββ is the bond length between two atoms of types β and β . The form of the pairwise repulsive potential E r is
where is the energy unit of 1 eV, and B ββ is the fitting parameter. Brown et al produced the empirical inverse formula between the bond length and the bond valence as follows:
where V ββ is the bond valence and r 0 ββ and C ββ are empirical parameters which are specific to the atom types to be bonded. For example, empirical r 0 ββ and C ββ parameters are 1.806Å and 5.2 for Ti-O and 2.044Å and 5.5 for Pb-O [18] . Since the theoretical lattice constants (a = 3.87Å and c = 4.05Å) from the local density approximation are smaller than the experimental values (a = 3.9Å and c = 4.15Å), we corrected the r 0 ββ parameter using the fact that the sum of bond valences should be the same as the atomic valence. The bond-valence potential E b
favors each atom having bonding equal to its atomic valences V β and provides a constraint, where V β is the atomic valence and S β is the fitting parameter. If all the ions in an ionic system have positions that give the preferred atomic valence, the potential E b will be minimized. Thus, equation (5) keeps the sum of the bond strengths for each atom close to its desired atomic valence. The angle potential E a is defined as
where k is the angle potential parameter, N oct is the number of oxygen octahedra, and θ i,k is the angle of the opposite oxygen atoms relative to the reference axis along the k direction. All potential parameters used in this study are listed in table 1.
Using this model potential for PbTiO 3 , we performed molecular dynamics simulations at constant temperatures below and above the experimental phase transition temperature T c (765 K), controlling temperatures with the Nosé-Hoover thermostat as implemented in MOLDY 3 . In these simulations, the lattice constants were fixed to the experimental values while the z axis was set to the polar axis. The instantaneous local polarization P u (t) is defined as:
where V u is the volume of a unit cell, Z * Pb , Z * Ti , and Z * O,i are the Born effective charge tensors, and r Pb,i , r Ti , and r O,i are atomic positions of Pb, Ti, and O atoms in a unit cell at time t [19] [20] [21] . The polarization P was obtained from the time average of the sum of P u (t) in a supercell divided by the number of unit cells. We also increased the number of unit cells in a supercell to remove the effect of periodic boundary conditions especially around the phase transition temperature. The profile of the polarization P at various temperatures between 300 and 800 K is shown in figure 1 . At 300 K, the z component of P (P z ) is close to the experimental value (0.8 C m −2 ), and the x and y components (P x and P y ) are nearly zero with small fluctuation ( figure 1(a) ).
As the temperature increases, the magnitude of the polarization P along the polar axis gradually decreases (figures 1(b) and (c)). At 700 K, the sign of P z changes randomly with large fluctuation ( figure 1(d) ). At 800 K, the P z component cannot be distinguished from the P x and P y components ( figure 1(e) ). Therefore, the computational ferroelectric phase transition temperature of PbTiO 3 corresponds to ∼700 K ( figure 1(f) ). The improved phase transition temperature of PbTiO 3 compared to reference [13] results from the additional reference structures with different c/a ratios. In order to examine the displacive and order-disorder characters of PbTiO 3 , we analyzed the distances between one of the metal ions and its neighboring oxygen ions in the two extreme cases-temperatures below and above the computational phase transition temperature. Schematic diagrams of Pb-O and Ti-O bond lengths are shown in figure 2 .
Below the phase transition temperature, three clearly separated peaks are observed for both Ti-O and Pb-O bonds. In figure 3(a) , the histograms of Ti-O and Pb-O bond lengths are fitted to Gaussian functions. There are six nearest-neighbor oxygen ions for each Ti ion in a high-symmetry cubic structure. In a tetragonal structure, however, these oxygen ions do not have the same distances from the Ti ion. One of the two Ti-O bonds along the polar axis is the longest, another is the shortest, and the other four Ti-O bonds are in the middle. Therefore, the histogram of Ti-O bond lengths shows three peaks: a peak centered at 1.8Å with the area of S, a peak centered at 2.4Å with the area of S, and a peak centered at 2.0Å with the area of 4S ( figure 3(a) ). Each Pb ion has twelve nearestneighbor oxygen ions in a high-symmetry cubic structure. In a tetragonal structure, four of nearest-neighbor oxygen ions on a plane perpendicular to the polar axis form the shortest bonds to Pb, another four form intermediate bonds, and the other four form the longest bonds. Therefore, the histogram of Pb-O bond lengths will show three peaks with the same areas of 4S: a peak centered at 2.5Å, a peak centered at 3.3Å, and a peak centered at 2.8Å.
As the temperature increases, each peak becomes broader and broader until they become indistinguishable from one another ( figure 3(d) ). However, the shape of the merged peaks at the high temperature is not always symmetric. This asymmetry means the net displacement of each ion is not exactly zero, even above the phase transition temperature. In order to explain the symmetry of peaks, the analytic expression of the bond lengths might be helpful. The analytic expression of the three bond lengths of Pb-O is
where d Pb is the displacement of the Pb ion, and the analytic expression of the three bond lengths of Ti-O is figure 4 show that the distribution of the Ti displacement has symmetric double peaks, which confirms that there is an order-disorder characteristic for PbTiO 3 in the paraelectric phase. The same behavior was shown for the Pb displacement in figure 4 .
In conclusion, we studied the displacive and orderdisorder characters of PbTiO 3 with the classical atomic model which has been developed under the inverse relation between the bond length and the bond valence. From the additional reference structures with different c/a ratios, we obtained the improved phase transition temperature of 700 K and the spontaneous polarization of 0.9 C m −2 at 300 K which is close to the experimental value.
To examine the displacive and order-disorder characters of PbTiO 3 , we analyzed the histograms of Ti-O and Pb-O bond lengths which have three clearly separated peaks as Gaussian forms below the phase transition temperature. Also, the displacement distributions of Ti and Pb have a single peak below the phase transition temperature, indicating the displacive character of PbTiO 3 . Such a displacive character can be found from the decrease of the polarization as the temperature increases. In the paraelectric phase, however, the displacement distributions of Ti and Pb show symmetric double peaks, which reveals an order-disorder characteristic of PbTiO 3 . 
